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1. INTRODUCTION
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
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The thickness of the film is determined by the quantity of gas allowed to flow through the nozzle of the
doser. No independent determination of film thicknessis made dur ing  the course of the experiment.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the apparatus for laser blow off
time-of-flight measurements from cryogenic films.

Measurements of the time-of-flight of the individual constituents in the beam are made on a single
shot basis. The laser focussing lens is positioned to allow the beam to strike a new spot on the Mm for
each shot. The quadrupole mass analyser (EA1300), with the ionizer located 30 cm from the target, is
tuned to the desired m je to be transmitted. The transmitted ions are deflected by a biased grid into a
channeltron electron multiplier (Galileo Electro-optics CEM 4700) placed oft axis to prevent interference
from the laser pulse or fast neutral species unaffected by the quadrupole mass analyzer. A 100 MHz
transient waveform recorder (Biomation 8100), triggered by a photodiode monitoring the laser, captures
the amplified output of the channeltron electron multiplier. The signal is then output to an X-Y recorder.
The recorded time-o#--flight traces were digitized at 3 microsecond timebase intervals and the data stored
on magnetic disk for subsequent analysis.

&RESULTS

Time-of-flight traces for KrF laser blow-off of an approximately 0.3 micron thick film composed of
20% ozone in solid oxygen are shown in Figure 2. The m f e=16 trace corresponds to signal due to 0+
ion transmitted through the maw filter on a single laser shot. The m/e=32 trace is due to molecular
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Ot on a subsequent laser shot. Both traces in the figure have been corrected for transit time through
the mass spectrometer according to:

(v,2 + v02 ) 112 (tua — di ) °- d22 va = 0	 (1)

The signal detected for m/e--32 indicates some molecular oxygen is present in the beam. Since
molecular oxygen undergoes dissociative ionization, there will be a contribution due to molecular oxy-
gen in the m/e--16 time-of-flight trace. The electron-impact ionization processes and corresponding
probabilities for molecular oxygen are:

02 ---+ 02 + e°	 P02+ = 0.7	 (2)

d
02 --a► O+ + 0 + e° Po+ = 0.3 (3).

The contribution of the 0 2 dissociative ionization component in the m/e--16 time-of-flight signal may be
removed by subtracting m/e---32 data corrected for m/e--16 transit time and scaled by the appropriate
factor. This scaling factor is given by the ratio of probabilities for dissociative ionization to simple
ionization:

Po+
Po: = 0.43	 (4).

The effect of this correction to the m/e--16 data is shown in the lower trace of Figure 3.

Figure 2. Time-of-flight traces of m/e =16	 Figure 3. The dashed line corresponds to the
and m/e = 32 for laser blow off from a	 m/e = 16 signal corrected for dissociative
0.3 micron film of frozen ozone/oxygen.	 ionization of 02 . The solid line represents the

m/e ®16 data corrected for finite residence time in
the ionizer.
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P(t) = 1 — exp (—t/r)	 (5)

The optical inewurements for laser blow off from ITO Mms showed no indication of emission at
the 777.3 nm line of oxygen. A small quantity of nitric oxide (NO) gas was metered . into the vacuum
chamber to establish the presence of atomic oxygen -via recombination glow of the excited NO 2 product:

NO + 0 ---a NO2 * --4 N09 + hP

The recombination glow was observed downstream from the target after the laser pulse, indicating the
production of atomic oxygen in the blow off process.

4. DISCUSSION
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Figure 4. Flux of atomic oxygen plotted
	

Figure 5. Results of fitting the sum of three
against translational energy for laser blow off

	
components in the form of equation(B) to data

from an ozone/oxygen film. 	 observed for blown-off atomic oxygen from
a solid ozone/oxygen film.
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For on-axis detection, the equation relating the flux arriving at a detector a distance d from the target
as a function of time t is:
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orbit environment.
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